The Bullet Hole
April 2021
Next Match May 16, 2021 - Shooters’ meeting at 9:30 a.m.

SILVER STATE SHOOTISTS APRIL 2021 MATCH IN GOLD HILL

April 18, 2021 Match
We had 13 shooters at our match on April 18, 2021. It was an almost perfect day for a
match in the Gulch. The membership dues are coming in fairly well but if you haven’t got
yours in please do. Fanner Fifty, Scurvy Kid, and Washoe Monty were the clean shooters for this
match. We had a chance at four clay pigeons during two stages. This modified cowboy trap was
something that we tried for the first time. There was a lot of laughter (and a bit of swearing) so it
seemed to be something we will do again in the future. Fanner Fifty, Jackpot Jerry, and Bordello
Fellow got all four of their birds.

Diamond Dirk Slade

From Jackpot Jerry –
Well we added a new game to our shooting in the Gulch for this match. The
cowboy clays were really a fun addition to the stages. Here is an image of the
setup with the TO, shooter, and launcher ready to release the birds.

And then when the shooter yelled “PULL” the fun started. One cowboy was able to hit both birds with
one round which got a big roar of approval from the crowd.
I uploaded half a dozen videos from the match onto our Northern Nevada Cowboy Action Shooters
YouTube channel. You can also access this site from or Northern Nevada CAS website.

For our May match I am planning a pretty straight forward shooting competition. Bring your fast guns
and get ready for some good competition. We will be setting up the six stages in the two shooting areas
again. With the shortage of ammo and shotgun shells, I will reduce the number of shotgun targets to 16
rather than 24 in a regular match. I will also have some extra shotgun shells with me (reloads) in case
anybody needs them.
I welcome all recommendations about how we can make the matches better and more fun. One cowboy
indicated that he really like the poppers better than the trap birds. I agree but until we can find a safe
way to go downrange the poppers and the Texas Star are not viable targets for us to use.
I hope to see all of you at the next match. Until then, stay safe and healthy.

If we had been here in the Gulch at that time, we would have watched this stagecoach go by.
Maybe after the shoot we should have gone down and looked for this buried treasure.

The Buried Treasure of Carson City's Prison Hill

by Kelsey Penrose

In the days of covered wagons, copious amounts of gold and silver, and dastardly highway bandits, the
legend of the Prison Hill Missing Treasure still lives today, and people often comb the sides of Prison Hill in
Carson City searching out the lost Wells Fargo gold for themselves, but it has yet to be found to this day.
The Comstock Lode was discovered in 1859 by Peter O’Riley and Patrick McLaughlin, and Virginia City was
built overnight on top of it as one of the most impressive boomtowns of the West.
The Comstock Lode was the first major silver deposit ever discovered in the U.S., but gold and precious
metals were plentiful as well. Gold was first found in 1850, in Gold Canyon outside of Dayton.
The story goes that in 1885, a Wells Fargo stage coach was heading to Carson City from Virginia City to
deposit $62,000 worth of gold coins and bullion to the U.S. Mint.
The driver’s name was William Manners. He was in charge of six horses pulling the coach, with guard Mike
O’Fallon alongside, his eyes trained on the horizon for both bandits and beasts alike. Inside the coach
were civilian passengers hitching a ride down the mountain, and atop the wagon, the strongbox containing
the gold.
On the way, they saw the Mint in the distance and pulled over in the tiny town of Empire to give their
passengers a chance to stretch their legs, and give the horses a chance to water and relax.
Soon after, they started off again, and were nearly to Carson City when four bandits accosted the coach
and held O’Fallon and Manners at gun point.
They untied the gold and instructed the passengers to hand over their valuables.
The stolen goods from the passengers alone accounted for $2,000, which was no small amount in the
1850s.
For perspective, in 1850 you could buy an Oregon Trail pack horse for $25, a pound of coffee for $0.80,
and a brand new house in New York for $2,500.
The bandits took the strong box and the sack of jewelry and coins out to the desert, leaving the
passengers, O’Fallon and Manners by the ransacked coach.
As soon as they made it to Carson City, the sheriff was found and within a half hour a posse was rounded
up and headed into the desert to hunt down the bandits.
The bandits were quickly found — however, the strong box was nowhere to be seen. When the bandits
saw the posse coming for them, they drew their pistols and opened fire.
The posse took cover and began firing back, and a battle ensued. Not a single posse member was injured
in the fight, despite the dozens of shots that were fired upon them.

Three of the bandits were killed in the fight, but the fourth survived.
The unlucky fourth bandit was notorious Manuel Gonzales, who was captured and taken to the Carson City
Jail.
He was interrogated for days by both the sheriff and Wells Fargo agents, but he never said a word.
Gonzales was sentenced to 20 years in prison for his part in the robbery, despite the lack of gold or jewels
recovered.
He often would brag to both fellow prisoner and guard alike that he could see where the treasure was
buried from his window in the prison.
After serving eight years, Gonzales was released on good behavior.
However, almost immediately Gonzales mysteriously died of “natural causes,” and the missing gold was
never found.
The prison closed in May 2012. It’s said that some of the prison guards then had searched for the missing
gold in their off time, using the view from Gonzales’s window as a map.
To this day the gold has never been recovered.
HISTORY –
Nevada State Prison (NSP) predated Nevada statehood by almost two years and operated continuously
from 1862 to 2012. NSP's history included an inmate casino ("The Bullpen") that operated for thirty years
and the country's first gas chamber execution. The sandstone cave in the center of this picture was
solitary confinement for many years, I'm told. It may have been The Bullpen, too, but don't quote me.

The gulch is just south of the Gold Hill
train depot and west of the Gold Hill
Hotel.
If you have a problem finding the
location, or if you would like more
information about the information in
this newsletter, call Jackpot Jerry. My
cell phone number is: 310-990-6482

